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1.

PARTS LIST



39207

M8x60 bolt (x16)

39208

M8x65 Bolt (x16)

39209

M8x70 bolt (x4)

39210

M8x35 hex bolt (x12)

38094

M8 washer (x84)

38082

M8 lock nut (x36)

38099

M8 spring washer (x12)

38049

M10x20 bolt (x20) 

38055

M10x25 bolt (x8)

39211

M10x70 bolt (x8)

38077

M10 lock nut

38088

M10 washer (x32) (x36)

39212

M20x130 bolt (x2)

39213

M20 lock nut (x2)

39214

M20 washer (x4)

39215

Wheel (x2)

HANDY EXTRAS

30mm

39217

Cleat Net Cord



3.

Step 1 - Crossbar

Layout crossbars (39186) and crossbar inner brace (39193).

Slide 2x M10x20 bolts (38049) into each of the crossbar sections

locating them between the pre-drilled holes.

Slot the Crossbar inner brace (39192) into the crossbar ensuring the holes are aligned.

Fig1.
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see fig1.

Step 2 - Crossbar

Screw M8x35 hex bolt (39210) through the crossbar into inner brace

ensuring the M8 spring washers (38099) are in place as per fig 2.

Locate the straight bracket (38027) over the pre-inserted M10x20 bolts

secure in place withM10 washer (38088) and M10 lock nut (38077)

See fig 2.
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fig 2.

Step 3 - Attach Crossbar to upright

Slide 2x M10x25 bolts (38055) into the corner joint (39202).

Slide 2x M10x20 bolts (38049) into crossbar and 2 into upright (39185)

locating them between the 2 pre-drilled holes. See fig3.

slide the corner joint into the crossbar

slide the upright into the corner joint

repeat for the other end
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fig 3.
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4.

Step 4 - secure upright to crossbar

Screw M8x35 hex bolts (39210) through the crossbar into the corner joint

ensuring M8 spring washers (38099) are in place.

locate corner bracket (39216) over pre inserted bolts

Locate side frame fixing (39200 and 39210)over pre-inserted M10x25 boltsin corner joint

NOTE Side frame fixings are left and right handed.

Secure in place with M10 washers (38088) and M10 lock nut (38077)

See fig 4.

fig 4.
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39200Repeat for the other end

Step 5 - Attach sideboard

Slide 4x M10x20 bolts (38049) into upright  

Locate sideboard support brace (39191) over pre-positioned M10 bolts

Secure in place with M10 washers and M10 lock nut

Slot sideboard (39187) into sideboard support brace ensuring Pre-drilled holes are aligned.

Locate 1x M8x60 bolt (39207) through each opf the pre-drilled holes (x4) in the sideboard 

and support brace ensuring that 1x M8 washer (38094)is used on both ends of the bolt.

secure using M8 lock nuts (38082).
Fig 5.
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Fig 5a.

See fig5. and 5a.
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5.

Step 6 - Assemble backboard

Unfold the hinged backboard (39188) so that the hinge is on the inside of the goal.

see fig 6.

Fig 6.

Slide 2x M10x20 bolt into each side of the backboard. 

See fig 6a.

fig 6a.

Step 7 - Fitting back tube

Lay out back tubes (39199)

Slide 2x M10x70 bolts (39211) into each end of the back tubes 

locate the pre-positioned bolts in the back tube through the pre-drilled holes in backboard, 

secure in place with M10 wahsers and M10 lock nut

PLEASE NOTE

If you have bought weights for this product 

they should be fitted into back tube at this point

see fig 7. and 7a.
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Locate straight bracket (38027) over the M10 bolts . 

Secure in place with 4x M10 nuts and washers
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Step 8 - Fitting back corner support

NOTE. The back corner supports are left and right handed (39189 and 39190).

Slot the back corner support onto backboard ensuring the pre-drilled holes are aligned

Locate an M8 washer (38094) over 2x M8x65 bolts (39208),

Fit the bolts through the top 2 holes in the backboard

Secure with M8 washer (38094) and lock nut (38082)

Locate an M8 washer (38094) over 2x M8x70 bolts (39209).

fit through the remaining 2 holes in the back corner support
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See fig8.

fig8.

fig8a.

Locate wheel supports (39135) over the pre-positioned bolts.

secure with M8 washer and lock nut.

see fig 8a.
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Locate 2x M8x70 bolts (39209) through the outer holes

Repeat for the other end

Slot the completed backboard over the sidfe board

Secure in place with M8x65 bolts, M8 washer and lock nut

Step 9 - attach backboard to side board 

see fig 9.

6.

fig 9.
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7.

Step 10 - side frame

Lay out 1x side frame straight tube (39197) 

1x side frame straight tube with cleat (39203)

1x side frame curved tube (39198)

Fit each section together as per fig10.
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Locate 1 end of the frame into the back corner support

and 1 end into the side frame fixing on the goal post.

Secure in place using M8x60 bolt (39207) and lock nut

ensuring M8 washers (38094) are used as per fig10a.

Fig10.

Fig10a.

Repeat for other end

Fix Cleat (39217) to back post using M8x60 bolt as per fig10a.
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8.

Step 11 - Net

Attach the net in the top corners using large push twist net clips (39137)

attach the net to the centre of the crossbar using large push twist net clips (39137)

see fig 11 and 11a

fig 11 
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fig11a
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using small push twist net clips (38174), clip the net to the frame



Thread the net cord through the net and steel loop
 on the side frame and secure with the cleats 

9.


